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Abstract s

It has been shown that when transfer processes are neoclassic in nature, %
it is possible *o have a thermonuclear reactor combustion mode during which |
there is formed in the near-wall area a protective zone of dense cold %
plasma which is capable of preventing the wall from being eroded. The |
fact that it is possible to establish this mode is due to the "opacity" |
of reactor plasma with regard to neutrals. i

if.

1. Protecting the first wall of a thermonuclear reactor from the ii
erosion of hot plasma and maintaining a fairly low admixture level in the >
working vessel is the most important problem in carrying out a controlled t
synthesis reaction in practice. One of the ways of solving this problem
may be associated with searching for and establishing a reactor combustion •.
mode which, while remaining favorable with regard to energy, would permit \
the hot core in the center to co-exist with a peripheral zone of cold dense
plasma which is capable of protecting the wall from erosion. The
temperature of the ions in this area near the wall should be less than i
the threshold erosion energy of the wall material, and the thickness of
the protective layer should exceed the depth to which the recharging neutrals
penetrate, this depth in turn depending on the plasma density in this
layer. Subsequently we shall show that neoclassical transfer equations
permit this steady-state solution, with which the hot zone of thermonuclear
reactions is localized in space and limited by an area of cold dense plasma,
a "plasma" blanket, so to speak.

2. Since the energy time determined by neoclassical thermal conductivity
(cycle time) is less than the characteristic time of temperature change in
the reactor vessel (working time), we will base our calculations on the
steady-state equation of energy balance:

where

7
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Here x- is the neoclassical thermal conductivity coefficient which is presented

in the form of an interpolation formula describing in a common way the
fiequency dependency in all three collision modes, Q is the synthesis energy

power of a 50% mixture of deuterium and tritium nuclei written on the assumption
that the energy transfer time of a-particles [in] plasma is small in comparison
with the energy time, Q is the power of inhibitory losses. The current

density was assumed to be constant over the cross-section such that

£ = Bo/0,Z Rjo , f. s Ori/tad , X = Vfi »/' , B = r/R and

it was assumed that T = T. = T in view of the fact that the thermolysis time

of the plasma was small in comparison to the energy time.

since the diffusion times considerably exceed the energy times, equation
(1) may be regarded separately from the diffusion equation, i.e., with some
given density profile and in particular a profile at which the plasma flow
through the magnetic surfaces returns to zero. This steady-state solution
to the diffusion equation should occur in the reactor core where there arc no
neutrals.* In the case of sufficiently large A = 8irp/Bjr, where the flows of

particles ars diffuse in nature, the desired density profile is locally
associated with the temperature profile and is found from the compensation
condition of known expressions for averaged diffusion and thermal diffusion
flows in each of the three neoclassical modes. In the frequent-collision
mode, with the allowance for the contribution of longitudinal thermal force
[1, 2]

(5)n IT I

we find (within the limits of 10% of the precision of the coefficients in
equation (5)):

In the area of weak collisions [3]

0.6*

n T" t/if= cunt.

In th^ intermediate frequency mode [3]

*The feed-in of fuel and the extraction of "ashes" apparently distorted the
steady-state profile very little.
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we have

s const. I c ^ < ve < « f̂ / (io)

3. Figures 1 and 2 show the results of a numerical tally of the system
of equations (1), (6), (8) and (10) for values B = 35 oe, qQ = 3.5,

R = 5-10 cm. The values T = 10 kev, n = 0.5-10 cm" and

/ ss O were assigned at the axis as a limiting condition. At each

step the value \ = v .t. was monitored and the transfer coefficients were
^ ti l

used in the corresponding neoclassical mode. When r •* 0, in the circumference
of the magnetic axis a narrow "plateau" region is established (since the
"bounce" frequency returns to zero, this is a purely geometric factor). Then,
in the larger section a "banana" region is established around the radius
with a thermal conductivity coefficient of * - % which is

/r = £ • comt.
not a function of the distribution of density and temperature. The temperature
profile initially describes a gentle curve, and then decreases to approximately
300 ev at the boundary of the plateau region. Let us note that the entire
reactor core is located in the "banana" region and comprises approximately
60-65% of the working vessel. Outside of the core r > r ** 140 cm, energy

3.

transfer occurs by means of thermal conductivity and radiation
f

ctr

where |V. r ,. t is the total power of synthesis energy per unit

of column length, O ss. — ̂ V yy • From (11) it is evident that qT(r) should

reach its peak in this interval, and the radiation losses decrease in proportion
to T. Let us note that in contrast to the "classic" mode, in the "banana"
mode the transfer coefficients ensure that the temperature (in the boundary
conditions under consideration) can drop to an arbitrarily low value at
technically "reasonable" distances from the axis (Figure 3). This is
associated with the fact tiat in contrast to the classical thermal conductivity

which increases as T ' as temperature reduces, "banana" thermal conductivity
-3/2

decreases with distance as e . At distances of r ̂> r , where we can ignore
3,

thermonuclear energy release in equation (1) for the temperature tail in the
"banana" region it is easy to obtain
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where X ss ?„& <fl and the coefficients are

found in connection with the numerical solution. From (12) it is evident
that the temperature decreases almost linearly if we allow for the fact
that x "̂  1 and expand it into a series.

As temperature decreases at the radius, the frequency of collisions
also drops, reaching a "plateau" interval. In this mode the density

T
T / O

T and the radiation losses Q begin to increase noticeably.

Let us note that in this combustion mode the "plateau" region occupies
a relatively small transition interval at the radius. Primary importance
is accorded to establishing at the periphery a strong-collision mode

fK

Uj-/o% of dense and cold plasma with a thermal conductivity of

*• T "^ « The thermal conductivity plays an essential role in

forming the extensive temperature tail. In those mode temperature decreases
beginning at approximately 115 ev to the ionization potential for a distance
of approximately 15 cm (when T = 9.5 kev, approximately 17 cm).

As follows from equation (1) for the temperature profile in the strong-
-collision mode we have

T - *' = a, Je (*r) + at K (Ar)
 (13)

where "Kz, /,%•/(> "/Q , The coefficients a., and a? may be found by

connection with the numerical solution at the boundary with the "plateau"
mode. (For T = 10.5 kev, a = 2 and a = 0.2). In our case kr < 4, which

corresponds to a long temperature "tail". Let us note that the relatively
gentle course of the temperature profile is the consequence of the establishment
of the classical mode at the periphery and the temperature drop is due to the
predominance of the "banana" mode at the radius. Let us also note that as
T« decreases, the temperature "tail" grows longer and becomes straighter.T

In the collision mode the density continues to increase n ~ T-3/5 reaching
14 3

values on the order of 1.4-10 cm at a distance of 200 cm. The energy which

can be extracted by means of bremsstrahlung increases as £p. •*f/x/f+, jr"^;

-3 2
and reaches values of «« 2*10 Wt/cm . The thermal conductivity losses in

this case decrease as and amount to approximately 0.26 Wt/cm .

If we limit the examined volume by a conceivable "wall1' at a distance of a = 2-10
8 "̂

(this corresponds to a current of 6 MA) we find that with parameters V = 4-10 cm
4 2

and S = 4-10 cm the total reactor power amounts to P = 2 MWt, of which thermal

losses take up P_ = q S "» 1.2-10 Wt, and radiation takes Pn = QnV * 0.8"10 Wt.

When ip ** 8-10 sec, the energy level is P T ** 2"10 joules. This value is one
'E
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order of magnitude less than in the T-20 rated mode and is due to the reduction
of the reactor core because of the formation of a protective zone.

4. On the condition that it is implemented all the way up to the wall
itself (the diaphragm), this result would ensure effective protection against
erosion. However, this solution ceases to be correct in the near-wall
region, the extent of which is determined by the depth of penetration of
neutral atoms which move from the wall into the plasma and which amounts to

10-15 cm when n = 10 cm~ . At these distances the material flow onto the
wall is stopped due to the ionization of the neutrals which fly from the
wall and return to the wall in the form of ions and electrons. An especially
high level of plasma density is established at the periphery where the
length of the neutral atoms' path becomes smaller, the entire process of
"recycling" the neutrals is localized in a fairly r.arrow near-wall region
which could be concentrated, for instance, in the shadow of the diaphragm.
The final solution to the problem of whether it is possible to establish
this mode is associated with solving the boundary value problem. However,
the above-obtained steady-state solution which leads to the natural co-existence
of hot and cold zones gives us reason to assume that the "blanket"
solution in the region near the reactor wall is compatible with the parameters
of the core. We will restrict ourselves to evaluating the thermal flow
which can be imparted to the wall through the near-wall layer. In this
region the basic mechanism of heat transfer is the macroscopic flow of
neutrals. Basically following [4, 5], we will show that the flow of heat
which is obtained can be transferred by the neutrals on the condition that
a temperature jump develops between the temperature of the plasma and that
of the wall. It proves to be possible to establish this mode due to the
relatively good density of the neutrals when the atoms which are recombined
on the wall penetrate deep into the plasma and the temperature of the
ions near the wall is much greater than the wall temperature. The flow of
the plasma to the wall

Sf I to/ I T/f "*r 3 fr tr J
and the flow of heat

Q _. ge y. gt- + 5ntrr - T =
(15)

on the condition that there is surface recombination of plasma (i.e., n = 0
when r = 0) are associated by the relationship at the wall

Ci6)

where AT is the amount of the temperature jump which ensures the extraction
of the heat flow. At a distance of one charge-exchange length from the wall
A , the plasma density may be considered low, such that for the heat flow
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to the wall wo obtain

Q s

14 - 5
here n <* 1.4-10 cm is the density at the charge-exchange length,

-15 2
cm

\ _ _i_ J J*f when the wall temperature is T ** 0.1 ev, and 6 = 4"10

is the charge-exchange cross-section. According to the albedo theory the

probability of ionization of a "fast" neutral atom is SC — vI—fi where

J& — re /iSe + rtj^ I since the charge-exchange frequency v exceeds the

ionization frequency v.. Therefore the flow of neutrals is jn — X~/ Cn

The probability of the ionization of a "slow" neutral is x2j , i.e., less than

the probability of the ionization of a fast particle; it may be ignored. For
a complete flow of heat to the wall

Within the limits of 6 •* 0 when AT * 15-10 ev, F * 0.9 Wt/cm , which is of
the proper order of magnitude.

In conclusion let us note that the implementation of the above-examined
mode in an experiment is associated with the fact that in each wall it is
possible to ensure a high concentration of cold plasma at the periphery.
This possibility may be associated with the use of a poloidal divertor
for the purpose of injection. It was not advisable to use a common divertor
due to its shallow depth of "cleaning". However, as was first indicated
by Kadontsev, it is possible to have a divertor circuit by means of which we
may establish a divertor layer of arbitrary width and consequently any
injection depth. This can be achieved by placing the external current
drive tangentially to the generatrix of the torus or at an arc with a curvature
sign which is opposite to the curvature sign of the torus generatrix. In
this case, the field of the external current will sequentially "pair up
[Translator's Note: exact meaning of this word unclear, may also be "vaporize"]"
the magnetic surfaces cf the torus, hurling them over into the inner
region. By changing the curvature of the external current drive, it is ••
possible to vary the depth of the "blanket". These qualitative considerations I
show the basic possibility of creating the necessary concentration and density 4
profile in an experiment by means of fuel injection. |
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Distribution of Temperature T, Density M, Radiation Q_ and
13 -3

Thermal Conductivity Q Losses In the "Hot" Zone; T = 10 kev, N = 5-10 cm .

Figure 2. Distribution of Temperature T, Density M, Radiation Qn and

Thermal Conductivity Losses QT In the "Cold" Zone.

Figure 3. Temperature Distribution In the Cases of the Banana and
Strong-Collision Modes.
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